The 13 Biggest Color Trends For Fall Fashion

Whether you are eager to cozy up as soon as the early signs of autumn become visible, or
desperately holding on to the last days of summer, there is no denying that
sweater-weather is almost upon us. For most of us, there is something really exciting
about diving deep into the top fall fashion clothing trends. Even more so, if you already
have intel on Pantone colors of the year. Although this season comes bearing some
comforting cliches: a galore of saturated leaves, gloomy days for books, and cozy
blankets, it is also known for the infinite layering possibilities.
However, this time, after the perpetual pessimistic vibes of last year, Pantone's fall fashion
color suggestions are charged with optimism, mood-enhancing hues, and calming
neutral tones soaked in wearability and versatility. Here is a recap of the top
Autumn/Winter 2021/2022 color trends according to Pantone. The good news? This
year's colorways offer endless possibilities if you are on the hunt for the best clothes for
older women.
Drenched in blue: Pantone color trends for 2021

According to the experts, this season serves "a range of pragmatic hues infused with
vivifying bright pops" and judging by Mykonos Blue "a blue evocative by the Agean
sea" this is certainly the case. Luckily, dark blue shades are extremely easy to style, so
maybe having a plethora of blue hues flooding the fashion sphere as a way to uplift our
spirits isn't that bad after all.
For every woman who wishes to wrap herself in a more tranquil shade, Spring lake by
Pantone is a "quiet and restful mid-tone blue" that never gets old. Last but not least in the
blue-shades family, Rhodonite, a blue tint rich in purple, will offer a royal feel to all
your future fall fashion evening looks a royal feel.
Neutral shades for fall fashion ensembles by Pantone

Named as "A tasteful green symbolic of growth", this neutral shade is known for being a
sophisticated sartorial choice for autumn and winter. Muted green hues, are here to help
you calm and heal thanks to their mood-soothing properties. Just like deep-blue, olive
branch and khaki are a perfect fall fashion choice of clothes for older women thanks to
their versatility and easy-to-wear color.

Cream, Gray, and Soybean are subtle and elegant choices for all hours of the day. You
will never grow tired of them because they are just that, classics. Thick, rich, and velvety
these hues represent purity, simplicity, and stability. Plus, they can accompany each other
perfectly.
Pantone Flamming colors for fall

After spending that much time indoors, what's a better way to uplift your mood than
adorning yourself with vibrant colors? In fact, there is a plethora of clothes for older
women that offer an array of daring styling options with color clashing in mind.
Cheerful shades of yellow, green, vigorous red, and fuchsia deliver a promise of a new,
bright day even in the dead of autumn and winter.
Rich browns by Pantone

When it comes to tried-and-true fall fashion looks, rich brown tones always take the
front stage. Dark, herbal brows and warm sundried clay hues are here to remind us to
upgrade our layering game this season. From tailored wide-leg trousers to trusted puffer
jackets, cozy coats, and blanket scarves, everything is on the table.
At the end of the day, it all comes down to personal preferences. Even though the top
Pantone color trends for 2021 are a fantastic source of inspiration, feeling comfortable in
your everyday attire is equally as important. Have fun, be creative and let your
personality shine from within.

